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CHAPTER1- Installing and Configuring Tina for
PostgreSQL
This topic describes how to install and configure Tina for PostgreSQL and contains these topics:
• Before You Start.
• Basic Notions.
• Installing Tina for PostgreSQL.
• Configuring Tina for PostgreSQL.

Before You Start
Before starting, take into account this information.
• Supported Operating Systems and Versions.
• PostgreSQL Service Start/Stopping Rights on Windows.
• PostgreSQL System User on Windows.

Supported Operating Systems and Versions
The list of operating systems that Tina supports is subject to frequent changes. For the most up-
to-date information, see the Time Navigator Compatibility Guide.

PostgreSQL Service Start/Stopping Rights on Windows
OnWindows systems, the PostgreSQL system user must have the right to start and stop the
PostgreSQL service; however, this user must not have administrator privileges. The easiest way
to configure this is to use the SubInACL tool developed by Microsoft.

To grant the PostgreSQL system user appropriate rights with the SubInACL Tool

1. Download the latest version of the SubInACL tool from the https://www.microsoft.com/en-
in/download/confirmation.aspx?id=23510 URL and install it.

2. Launch this command:

subinacl /SERVICE \\domain\service /GRANT=computer\user=top

Example. subinacl /SERVICE \\SMITH\postgresql-8.3
/GRANT=SMITH\postgres=top

This command grants the user these permissions:
• T: Start Service
• O: Stop Service
• P: Pause/Continue Service
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PostgreSQL System User on Windows
There is an important change to the PostgreSQL installer in v9.2. Instead of using a local
postgres user, the installer uses NT AUTHORITY\NetworkService, and does not give the user
the opportunity to change this. You can override this change by running the installer with the --
service account postgres parameter.

Basic Notions
Before starting, take into account this information.
• postgresql.conf File.
• Write Ahead Logging (WAL).
• Password File.
• Tablespaces.

postgresql.conf File
The postgresql.conf file contains all the options and settings of your PostgreSQL server. By
default, it is located in the PGDATA/postgresql.conf directory. If the postgresql.conf file is
located elsewhere, set the PGCONF environment variable with the customized path of this file.

Note: If Tina cannot find the postgresql.conf file prior to restoration, then it cannot
determine the archive log directory. In this case, after restoring the database but before
starting the PostgreSQL server, modify the restore_command in the recovery.conf file
created in the data directory.

See Tina for PostgreSQL Environment Variables for more information about environment
variables.

Write Ahead Logging (WAL)

Description
To perform incremental backups in addition to full backups, you must enable the Write Ahead
Logging feature on the PostgreSQL server.

The Write Ahead Logs are transaction logs which are located in the pg_xlog directory of the
PostgreSQL data directory. They contain all the modifications concerning data files. These
modifications are first logged into the WAL files, then they are actually committed (i.e written on
the data files).

The log files are given ever-increasing numbers as names, starting at
000000010000000000000000.

The Write Ahead Logging is a useful feature in case of a crash since you just need to replay the
logs to recover the databases. Any changes that have not been applied to the data can be redone
from the logs.
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Functioning
Log files contain checkpoints. They are points in the sequence of transactions at which it is
ensured that the data files have been updated with all information written before the checkpoint.

At checkpoint time, all dirty (i.e. uncommitted) data are flushed to disk and a special checkpoint
record is written to the log file. In the event of a crash, the crash recovery procedure looks at the
latest checkpoint record to determine the point in the log (known as the redo record) from which it
should start the REDO operation.

Checkpoints are performed regularly according to two criteria, whichever comes first:
• On log segments (default value is every 3 log segments).
• On checkpoint timeout (default value is a 300 seconds timeout).

Note: Use the SQL command CHECKPOINT to perform a manual checkpoint.

For more information about the Write Ahead Logging feature, refer to the PostgreSQL
documentation.

Setup
Write Ahead Logging is not enabled by default. To enable it manually, specify in the
postgresql.conf file the full path to your log files archive directory. Depending on the operating
systems, the full path should be as the examples below:

OS Sample Path

Windows E:\\postgres\\archive

Ensure you double the backslashes (\) when you specify the
path.

Unix /opt/postgres/archive

• Ensure that the path to this directory does not contain any spaces.
• The PostgreSQL system user must have full access to this directory and to its

parent directory.

To enable Write Ahead Logging

1. Define the two following settings in the postgresql.conf file:

OS Settings

Windows archive_mode = on

archive_command = 'copy %p path_to_archive\\%f'

Where path_to_archive is the full path to your log files archive directory
(e.g., E:\\postgres\\archive).
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OS Settings

Unix archive_mode = on

archive_command = 'cp %p path_to_archive /%f'

Where path_to_archive is the full path to your log files archive directory
(e.g., /opt/postgres/archive).

2. From v9.0 onwards, also set wal_level to either archive or hot_standby.
3. Restart the PostgreSQL server to take these modifications into account.

Best Practice

l Ensure that you have enough free space on disk to store all the log files.

Password File
The password file contains all the passwords used by PostgreSQL for secured connections. It is
by default located:
• In the %APPDATA%\postgresql directory and is called pgpass.conf onWindows systems.
• In the $PGHOME directory and is called .pgpass on other systems.

The path to this file can be also specifically defined by the PGPASSFILE variable.

This is its internal structure:

localhost:port:database:username:password

Example. sqlhost:5432:*:postgres:pg772Nsq

The PostgreSQL system user must be the owner of this file, which should not be accessible to
any other user.

On Unix systems, the permissions on .pgpassmust disallow any access to world or group;
achieve this by the command chmod 0600 ~/.pgpass. If the permissions are less strict than
this, the file will be ignored. On Microsoft Windows, it is assumed that the file is stored in a
directory that is secure, so no special permissions check is made.

Note: If you specify a password file through the PGPASSFILE variable, it is added to the
Restore & Archive Manager meta-tree under the Configuration meta-directory. Therefore, it
is backed up and restored along with the PostgreSQL database.

For more information about the password file, refer to the PostgreSQL documentation.

Tablespaces
If your PostgreSQL configuration includes tablespaces, Tina for PostgreSQL takes them into
account. For each tablespace defined by the user, the $PGDATA/pg_tblspc directory contains a
symbolic link to the real directory containing the data files. Tina for PostgreSQL backs up the links
in this directory, and separately backs up each tablespace directory.
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Installing Tina for PostgreSQL
You must install a Tina agent on the machine hosting the PostgreSQL instance to back up.

For more information on installation, see the Tina Installation Documentation.

Before starting, take into account this information.
• Downloading the PostgreSQL Set-Up.

Downloading the PostgreSQL Set-Up
To download the PostgreSQL Set-Up, go to the https://www.postgresql.org/download/windows/
page.

This download page offers these two installers:
• The installer from EnterpriseDB. Creates the default directory structure.

The PostgreSQL application is designed to work with this default directory structure.
• A graphical installer from BigSQL. Creates a directory with a different structure from the

default directory structure.
This is the BigSQL directory structure:
– The data directory is PGHOME\data\pgxx (where xx is the PostgreSQL version

number) instead of PGHOME\data.
– The log directory is PGHOME/logs/pgxx (using a forward /) postgresql.conf instead

of PGHOME\logs.

Configuring Tina for PostgreSQL
In Web Administration, you must create a PostgreSQL application for each instance to back up
and restore.

To create a PostgreSQL Application

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Platforms   Applications. The Applications pane opens.
3. Click New Application to launch the Application Creation Wizard.
4. Set the PostgreSQL Application Parameters.

This table describes the parameters that you can set to create a PostgreSQL application:

Parameter Description

Host Selection Host where the PostgreSQL instance is installed.

If the PostgreSQL server does not use the PostgreSQL default port
(i.e., 5432), the port number must be specified using the PGPORT
environment variable.

General Information.
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Parameter Description

Application
Name

Enter the name of the new application. The application name is the
name given to the application backup folder. It can be edited at a later
date if needed without losing backups.

Each application must be given a different name.

Application
Type

Select the PostgreSQL application.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment describing the application.

User Information.

User Name Enter the name of the owner of the PostgreSQL database. This user
must have access to all the files used by PostgreSQL.

The User Name has this format: DOMAIN\User for Windows or User for
Unix.

OnWindows 2008, you must use an administrative user to back up and
restore PostgreSQL. Otherwise, you may see security warnings in the
events.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the owner password and confirm it.

Environment Variables.

Path to the
PostgreSQL
User’s Home
Directory

Choose a procedure depending on the installer that you have used.

Note: In the postgresql.conf file the paths must be specified
using a backslash (\) as is conventional for Windows. Some
installers may use a path with forward slashes for the log
directory. Ensure that your postgresql.conf file use
backslashes.

• EnterpriseDB installer. Enter the path to the PostgreSQL server
installation directory.

• BigSQL graphical installer. Configure the PQL application to
recognise a directory structure different from the default directory
structure by applying this procedure:

1. Set the PGHOME variable to the PostgreSQL installation directory.

2. Set the PGDATA variable to the data directory, including the pgxx
subdirectory.

3. Modify the postgresql.conf file to use the backslash (\) as the
separator in the log_directory path.
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Parameter Description

Temporary
Directory

Enter the name of the temporary directory used to generate the backup
script.

Windows. This variable is generally defined by the system.

Unix. The most likely value is /tmp, but you may choose any directory.

Optional
Environment
Variables

To add an optional variable:

1. Click Add and select Add an optional environment variable.

2. Select the variable in the Name tab. The variable definition displays
in the Details tab.

3. Click Apply and Close.

4. Enter the variable value in the Value column. The number of
defined optional variables is specified in the list (e.g., Optional
(3/13)).

If you do not remember which values you can enter, point your mouse
on the variable name to display a pop-up containing information on the
variable.
To edit an optional variable:

1. Click the variable value in the list.

2. Enter the new variable value.

To remove an optional variable:

• Select the variable in the list and click Remove.
For a list of all the environment variables available for the PostgreSQL
application, see Tina for PostgreSQL Environment Variables.

You can also set environment variables using the Restore & Archive
Manager.

User Defined
Environment
Variables

A user defined variable is a variable that does not appear in the existing
variable list.

To add a user defined variable:

1. Click Add and select Add a user defined environment variable. An
empty field displays in the list of user defined variables.

2. Enter the name of the variable in the Name column.

3. Enter the value of the variable in the Value column.

5. Check the Summary of the application parameters carefully and click Finish to create the
application.

6. If the application has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Application Creation
Wizard. The newly created application displays in the list of applications.
Or
If the application creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.
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7. Select the application that you have just created in the list and click the Enable Application
button to enable the application.

Connecting to Restore & Archive Manager
Once you have created the PostgreSQL application, you should test the PostgreSQL connection
and parameters by launching Restore & Archive Manager.

To test the Tina/PostgreSQL connection

1. Open the Restore & Archive Manager on the newly created application. The authentication
window opens.

2. Enter the name and the password of the PostgreSQL user. The Restore & Archive Manager
meta-tree displays. It contains the root directory.

Note: At the installation of PostgreSQL, the system database of Postgres is
automatically created. For the connection, PostgreSQL searches the database that has
the same name as the access user. Entering a user name different from postgres
causes the connection to fail.

To avoid the connection failure, set the PGDATABASE variable to postgres and the PGUSER
variable to a user having backup and restore rights.

3. Double-click the root directory. Tina tries to connect to the PostgreSQL database. If the
connection was correctly set up, the child directory corresponding to the PostgreSQL
database displays. If an error occurs, the root directory remains open but an error icon and a
message appear.
See the Tina Events (Current Activity Events menu in the Web Administration) and go
back to the beginning of the topic to reconfigure the connection parameters.
If you cannot solve the problem, contact Atempo Technical Support.

4. Double-click the PostgreSQL directory. Tina controls the access user. If the user has
sufficient rights, the database directory displays. If not, an error icon and a message display.

5. Browse through the PostgreSQL directories to check the PostgreSQL database
configuration. See PostgreSQL Application Contents for a description of the directories.
This image illustrates the contents of the PostgreSQL database:
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If Tina detects a problem with the configuration, it displays one or more messages in the Restore
& Archive Manager meta-tree.

PostgreSQL Application Contents
This table describes the contents of the PostgreSQL application:

Meta-directory
type Description

Information Contains a list of the environment variables, as well as some other
information related to the environment.

Postgresql Represents the PostgreSQL server. It displays upon connection to the
server. It contains these PostgreSQL server meta-directories:

• Configuration. Contains all the PostgreSQL configuration files and
directories.

• Database. Contains all the PostgreSQL data files and directories.
• Transaction logs. Contains all the write ahead logs generated by the

PostgreSQL server.
If Write Ahead Logging is disabled, this meta-directory is not displayed.

Synchronizer The synchronizer is a meta-file that contains no data and which is backed up
at each backup. Its versions show all possible entry points for restoring the
database to which this synchronizer meta-file is linked.
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Note: If Tina for PostgreSQL attempts to connect to the PostgreSQL server with incorrect
user information, the connection may hang indefinitely. To stop this operation, you first need
to identify and kill the psql process. Then you must verify the user information before
retrying the connection.
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CHAPTER2-Backing up PostgreSQL Data
This topic describes how to back up the PostgreSQL data and contains these topics:
• Configuring Backups.
• Performing Backups.
• Back up Troubleshooting.

Configuring Backups
Before start configuring the backups, take into account this information.
• Prerequisites.
• Configuring a PostgreSQL Application.
• Backup Selection.
• Full Backups vs. Incremental Backups.

Prerequisites

User Access Rights
The PostgreSQL system user (typically MYHOST\postgres onWindows and postgres on Unix)
must be declared as a Tina user with the rights to perform General Tasks.

For more information about the users and access rights, see the Tina Administration
Documentation.

Incremental Backups
To perform incremental backups in addition to full backups, you must activate the Write Ahead
Logging (WAL) feature.

SeeWrite Ahead Logging (WAL) for details.

Configuring a PostgreSQL Application
Configure Tina as follows so that the PostgreSQL database is automatically backed up.

To configure the PostgreSQL Application for automatic Backups

1. In the Web Administration, run the BackupWizard.
2. Follow the on-screen instructions that will take you through the backup configuration

process.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details concerning the use of the BackupWizard
and the configuration of backups.
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Backup Selection
Backing up the whole PostgreSQL database

By default, a backup selection is set at the root of the application (that is, /) to back up the whole
database located on the PostgreSQL server. This selection:
• Is associated with all the backup strategies
• Is not filtered
• Contains no time phase exclusion
• Does not compress nor encode data

You must use this default backup selection to back up the whole PostgreSQL database.

Important: You cannot back up an individual database since all the databases of the
PostgreSQL instance share the log files. Replaying the log files during a restore would
modify all the databases and thus cause serious data inconsistencies.

Full Backups vs. Incremental Backups
You can perform both full and incremental backups with the Tina for PostgreSQL agent; however,
these two kinds of backup protect different objects:
• Full backup. Backs up all the database and configuration files, including the transaction

logs.
• Incremental backup. Backs up only the configuration files and the transaction logs.

Performing Backups
You do not need to stop the PostgreSQL server to perform backups.

In addition to the BackupWizard which enables you to schedule the backups, you can manually
initiate a backup at any time.

To manually initiate a backup

1. In the Web Administration, select Platforms   Applications. The Applications pane opens.
2. Select the application for which you want to run a backup manually and click Launch

Backup.
3. Select the type of backup: Launch Full Backup or Launch Incremental Backup.
4. Click Yes to validate the operation.

The backup starts if no other sessions of the selected strategies are in progress and if the
agents associated with the strategies are enabled.

Note: After a database creation in PostgreSQL, you must perform a full backup first.

Best Practice
Tina does not purge the archived log files following a backup. You must purge themmanually.
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Back up Troubleshooting
If you cannot perform the backup of the PostgreSQL database cluster, you must verify these
points:
• A required environment variable is not defined. See Tina for PostgreSQL Environment

Variables.
• The backup script cannot be created in the $TEMP directory. See Tina for PostgreSQL

Environment Variables.
• No PostgreSQL user identification can be found. See User Access Rights.
• A required file or directory is missing: check your configuration.
• The PostgreSQL server cannot be placed in backup mode: check your configuration.
• You requested an incremental backup whereas the Write Ahead Logging (WAL) feature is

not enabled. See Incremental Backups.

Consult the Event log for information to determine the possible issues.
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CHAPTER3-Restoring Data
Tina for PostgreSQL enables to perform cold restores of the PostgreSQL database cluster. This
topic contains these topics:
• Performing Restores.
• Scenario 1: Restoring the PostgreSQL Database Cluster.
• Scenario 2: Performing a Point in Time Recovery (PITR).
• Scenario 3: Cross-restoring the PostgreSQL Database.
• Restore Troubleshooting.

Performing Restores
Before start restoring data, take into account this information.
• Prerequisites.
• Known Issue.

Prerequisites

postgresql.conf File
Ensure that Tina can access the postgresql.conf file. If Tina does not find the
postgresql.conf file prior to the restoration, it cannot determine the archive log directory. In this
case, after restoring the database but before starting the PostgreSQL server, modify the
restore_command command in the recovery.conf file created in the data directory.

The event interface displays this alarm:

Archive log directory not known; please check recovery.conf before starting
the PostgreSQL server.

User Access Rights
These are the user access rights prerequisites:
• You must be logged in as administrator to restore the data of the PostgreSQL application

on Windows 2008 andWindows 2008 R2.
• You must declare the PostgreSQL system user (typically postgres on Unix and

MYHOST\postgres onWindows) as a Tina user with the rights to perform General Tasks.
For more information about users and access rights, see the Tina Administration
Documentation.

Note: Do not declare the root user as a Tina user because this user has not sufficient
rights to stop the PostgreSQL database when restoring data. You will not be able to
restore PostgreSQL backups.
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Tablespaces
If your PostgreSQL configuration includes tablespaces, the existing tablespaces are renamed
prior to the restore and new directories are created. For this reason, the owner of the PostgreSQL
application must have write access to the parent directory of each tablespace directory.

Known Issue
Prior to performing a restore, be aware that in some instances, Postgres 9.3 can take too much
time to restart following a restore. In this case, Windows does not detect that the postgres
service has started; however, the Postgres server is running and responding correctly.

Scenario 1: Restoring the PostgreSQL Database
Cluster
Before start restoring the PostgreSQL database cluster, take into account this information.
• Prerequisites.

Prerequisites
Since Tina stops the PostgreSQL server before performing a restore, all users must be
disconnected from the databases to restore.

To restore a PostgreSQL Database Cluster

First step: Performing the restore in Restore & Archive Manager

1. Launch Restore & Archive Manager on the application that you want to restore.
2. Select Backup   Strategy and select the strategy of the backed up objects you wish to

restore.
3. Select the Synchronizer object.
4. Select Tree   Selected Objects   Versions.

The Synchronizer in the Versions in Time window is displayed. It contains the list of full and
incremental backups.

5. Select a backup from the list (usually the latest backup). It can be a full or incremental
backup.

6. Click Synchronize.
The file tree is updated. The list of all the objects required for the restore is displayed.

If you select a full Backup.

1. In the file tree, check the PostgreSQL node.

2. Select Restore   Run to restore the selected files. The Restore window displays.

3. Configure the restore parameters and click OK.

If you select an incremental Backup.

1. In the Time Navigation pane on the left, check the Show Deleted Files box.
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Note: The Show Deleted Files box may display old tablespace directories which are not
part of your current configuration. In this case, clear their check boxes to avoid
restoring them unnecessarily.

2. In the file tree, check the PostgreSQL node.

3. Uncheck the Postgresql/Transaction logs/Active logs node.

4. In the Postgresql/Transaction logs/Active logs directory, select the files which are not grayed
out. These includes the following:

• The pg_xlog file.
• The *.history files.
• The archive_status directory.
• The active log files.

5. Optionally, restrict the selection to the following files in the Postgresql/Transaction logs/Active
logs and Archived logs directories:

• The *.history files.
• The latest *.backup file.
• The log files which have a number equal to or greater than the *.backup file you

selected and all log files between this *.backup file and the previous one.

Note: This step is not mandatory, but it avoids restoring archived log files which are not
necessary for the database recovery.
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6. Select Restore   Run to restore the selected files. The Restore window opens.

7. Configure the restore parameters and click OK.

Tina stops the PostgreSQL server if it is still running. Then the restore is performed: Tina for
PostgreSQL renames the old data directory ($PGDATA) and the old log file archive directory with
a .000 extension which increments each time a restore is performed (both directories receive the
same extension). The PostgreSQL server is ready to be restarted in crash recovery mode.

Important: The restore is canceled if any directory among the $PGDATA, the logs, or the
tablespaces directories cannot be renamed.

For more information on the restore parameters, refer to the Tina Restore Documentation.

Second step: Restarting the PostgreSQL server

1. Check in the restored $PGDATA directory that the parameters in the recovery.conf file are
correct.

2. Restart the PostgreSQL server:
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pg_ctl -D $PGDATA start
If the command is successful, the exit status is 0. The restore is completed.
If the exit status is 1, check for errors in the logs of the pg_log directory.

Note: The recovery.conf file is renamed into recovery.done when the restore is
over.

Best Practices
• After a restore, subsequent incremental backups cannot be recovered directly with the

previous full backup. Therefore, the first backup following a restore must be a full backup. If
an incremental backup is requested, it will be canceled with an alarm in the event log.

• When the restore is complete and after you have verified the integrity of your database, you
may remove the old data directory ($PGDATA.000), the old tablespaces, and the old log file
archive directory to save disk space.

Scenario 2: Performing a Point in Time Recovery
(PITR)
When you request a Point in time recovery (PITR), Tina:
1. First restores the database cluster.
2. Then applies the modifications contained in the logs, up to the moment you specify.

Important: Due to this functioning, you can perform point in time recoveries only from
incremental backups.

Before start performing a PITR restore, take into account this information.
• PITR Principles.
• PITR Options.
• Prerequisites.

PITR Principles
PITR is based on the order in which transactions are committed, which may not be the same as
the order in which they are started (e.g., if transaction 2 completes before transaction 1, then a
restore up to transaction 1 will include transaction 2).

PITR Options
These are the PITR options:
• Two methods of PITR are available through the use of two different environment

variables. You can set:
– the TINA_PQL_TARGET_TIME variable to a timestamp to recover the database up to the

time specified.
This value is written to the recovery_target_time parameter in the recovery.conf
file.
Or
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– the TINA_PQL_TARGET_XID variable to a transaction ID to recover the database up to
the transaction specified.
This value is written to the recovery_target_xid parameter in the recovery.conf
file.

Note: You can only use one of these environment variables at a time. If you specify
both of them, the TINA_PQL_TARGET_XID variable has the priority.

• Using the TINA_PQL_TARGET_INCLUSIVE variable enables to define inclusions during
restores. If you set the TINA_PQL_TARGET_INCLUSIVE variable to:
– true (default value), the recovery includes the transaction identified by TINA_PQL_

TARGET_TIME or TINA_PQL_TARGET_XID.
– false, the transaction specified is excluded from the recovery.

For more information about the recovery.conf file and its definition, refer to the PostgreSQL
documentation.

Prerequisites
These are the prerequisites:
• Since Tina stops the PostgreSQL server before performing a restore, all users must

disconnect from the databases before launching a restore operation.
• Point in Time Recovery is available only if the Write Ahead Logging feature is enabled on

the PostgreSQL server. SeeWrite Ahead Logging (WAL) for details.

To perform a Point in Time Recovery

First step: Configuring and synchronizing Restore & Archive Manager

1. Launch Restore & Archive Manager on the application that you want to restore.
2. In the application file tree, open the Information node, right click the environment variable(s)

you want to define for the PITR and select Properties.
3. In the Value field of the Edit Environment Variable windows, enter:

• The date and time for the PITR in the YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS format if you select
the TINA_PQL_TARGET_TIME variable.

• The transaction ID up to which the recovery will be performed if you select the TINA_
PQL_TARGET_XID variable.

• true or false if you use the TINA_PQL_TARGET_INCLUSIVE variable to include or
exclude the time or the transaction ID.

4. Click OK to validate your choice.
5. Select Backup   Strategy and select the strategy of the backed up objects you wish to

restore.
6. Select the Synchronizer object.
7. Select Tree   Selected Objects   Versions. The Synchronizer in the Versions in Time

window opens. It contains the list of full and incremental backups.
8. Select an incremental backup in the list (usually the latest backup).
9. Click Synchronize. The file tree is updated. The list of all the objects required for the restore

is displayed.
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Second step: Selecting the objects to restore

1. In the Time Navigation pane on the left, check the Show Deleted Files box.

Note: The Show Deleted Files box may display old tablespace directories which are not
part of your current configuration. In this case, clear their check boxes to avoid
restoring them unnecessarily.

2. In the file tree, check the PostgreSQL node.

3. Clear the Postgresql/Transaction logs/Active logs node.

4. Within the Postgresql/Transaction logs/Active logs directory, select the files which are not
grayed out. These will include the following:

• The pg_xlog file.
• The *.history files.
• The archive_status directory.
• The active log files.

5. Optionally, select these files in the Postgresql/Transaction logs/Archived logs directory:

• The *.history files.
• The latest *.backup file.
• The log files which have a number equal to or greater than the *.backup file you

selected.

Note: This step is not mandatory, yet it avoids the restore of archived log files which are
not required for the database recovery.
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6. Select Restore   Run to restore the selected files. The Restore window opens.

7. Configure the restore parameters and click OK.

Tina stops the PostgreSQL server if it is still running. Then the restore is performed: Tina for
PostgreSQL renames the old data directory ($PGDATA) and the old log file archive directory
with a .000 extension which increments each time a restore is performed (both directories
receive the same extension). The PostgreSQL server is ready to be restarted in crash
recovery mode.

Important: The restore is canceled if any directory among the $PGDATA, the logs, or the
tablespaces directories cannot be renamed.

For more information on the restore parameters, refer to the Tina Restore Documentation.

Third step: Restarting the PostgreSQL server

1. Check in the restored $PGDATA directory that the parameters in the recovery.conf file are
correct.

2. Restart the PostgreSQL server:

pg_ctl -D $PGDATA start
If the command is successful, the exit status is 0. The restore is completed.
If the exit status is 1, check for errors in the logs of the pg_log directory.
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Fourth step: Removing the PITR environment variable from Restore & Archive Manager

l Once the restore is complete, launch Restore & Archive Manager to remove the defined
value of the environment variable you chose for the PITR.

Note: The recovery.conf file is renamed into recovery.done when the restore is
over.

Best Practices
These are the best practices:
• If you want to exclude the time defined by the TINA_PQL_TARGET_TIME variable from the

recovery, set the TINA_PQL_TARGET_INCLUSIVE variable to false.
• After a restore, subsequent incremental backups cannot be recovered directly with the

previous full backup. Therefore, the first backup following a restore must be a full backup. If
an incremental backup is requested, it will be canceled with an alarm in the event log.

• When the restore is complete and after you have verified the integrity of your database, you
may remove the old data directory ($PGDATA.000), the old tablespaces, and the old log file
archive directory to save disk space.

Scenario 3: Cross-restoring the PostgreSQL
Database
You can use Tina for PostgreSQL to cross-restore databases. A cross-restore consists in
restoring another platform’s directories and files onto your own disk. Two cross-restore features
are available:
• The simple cross-restore enables you to restore data to another application belonging to

the same Tina catalog. See To perform a simple cross-restore of a database from one
application to another for details.

• The inter-catalog restore enables you to restore data to another application belonging to
another Tina catalog.

Note: The word “source” designates the catalog or platform from which data was backed up.
The word “target” designates the catalog or platform onto which you want to restore data.

Before start performing a PostgreSQL database cross-restore, take into account this information.
• Prerequisites.

Prerequisites
To perform a PostgreSQL cross-restore, ensure that you meet these prerequisites:
• Tina must be installed on both platforms.
• Since Tina stops the PostgreSQL server before performing a restore, all users must be

disconnected from the databases to restore.
• The source and target backup folders must be of PostgreSQL type, (e.g., you cannot

restore an Oracle backup folder to a PostgreSQL backup folder).
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• PostgreSQL application must be installed on the target host with the same settings (i.e.,
path, user, and password).

• The user must be allowed to restore and cross-restore objects.

For more information about user access rights, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

To perform a simple cross-restore of a database from one application to another

1. Open the Tina for PostgreSQL application on the target host.
2. Launch Restore & Archive Manager on the PostgreSQL application that you want to restore.
3. Select Backup   Application   Folder.
4. Select the source folder for the Postgres application. The Application Selection window

opens.
5. If you have several objects to restore, select the Synchronizer object.
6. Select Tree   Selected Objects   Versions.

The Synchronizer in the Versions in Time window opens and displays the list of full and
incremental backups.

7. Select a backup from the list (usually the latest backup). It can be a full or incremental
backup.

8. Click Synchronize.
The file tree is updated. The list of all the objects required for the restore opens.

9. Select Postgres.
10. Select Restore   Run to launch the restore.
11. Restart the postgres service.

If you select a full backup.

1. In the file tree, check the PostgreSQL node.

2. Select Restore   Run to restore the selected files. The Restore window opens.

3. Configure the restore parameters and click OK.

If you select an incremental backup.

1. In the Time Navigation pane on the left, select the Show Deleted Files check box.

Note: The Show Deleted Files box may display old tablespace directories which are not
part of your current configuration. In this case, clear their check boxes to avoid
restoring them unnecessarily.

2. In the file tree, select the PostgreSQL node.

3. Clear the Postgresql/Transaction logs/Active logs node.

4. In the Postgresql/Transaction logs/Active logs directory, select the files which are not grayed
out. These includes the following:

• The pg_xlog file.
• The *.history files.
• The archive_status directory.
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Restore Troubleshooting
If you cannot perform the restore of the PostgreSQL database cluster, check these points.
• A required environment variable is not defined. See Tina for PostgreSQL Environment

Variables.
• The backup script cannot be created in the $TEMP directory. See Tina for PostgreSQL

Environment Variables.
• No PostgreSQL user identification can be found. See User Access Rights.
• The PostgreSQL server cannot be stopped for restore operations: check your

configuration.
• The $PGDATA directory cannot be renamed upon restore: check your configuration.

Consult the Event log for information to determine the possible issues.
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CHAPTER4-Tina for PostgreSQL
Environment Variables
This topic describes the environment variables that you can set for Tina for PostgreSQL:

Environment
Variable

Possible Values
[default] Description Status

PGHOME Path Path to the PostgreSQL
server’s installation directory.

Mandatory

TEMP Path Temporary directory used to
generate the backup script.
OnWindows, this variable is
generally defined by the
system.

Mandatory

PGCONF Path,
[PGDATA/postgresql.conf]

Path to the PostgreSQL
database configuration file.

Optional

PGCONNECT_
TIMEOUT

Integer, [infinite] Maximum time allocated to
establish a connection to the
PostgreSQL server.

Optional

PGDATA Path, [PGHOME/data] Path to the PostgreSQL data
directory.

Optional

PGDATABASE Database name Name of the PostgreSQL
database to use.

If the PGUSER variable is set
to a user different from
postgres, you must set the
PGDATABASE variable to
postgres or to an existing
database on which the user
defined in the PGUSER
variable has backup and
restore rights.

Optional

PGHOST String, [Localhost] Name of the system running
the PostgreSQL server.

Optional

PGHOSTADDR 4-byte IP address, [None] IP address of the system
where the PostgreSQL server
is running.

Optional
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Environment
Variable

Possible Values
[default] Description Status

PGPASSFILE Path Path to the .pgpass (Unix) or
pgpass.conf (Windows)
identification file.

See Password File.

Optional

PGPASSWORD String, [Use .pgpass file] PostgreSQL user password
(deprecated).

Atempo recommends that you
leave the PGPASSWORD
variable undefined, for Tina
for PostgreSQL to
automatically use the
.pgpass or pgpass.conf file.
If you use this variable, the
Restore & Archive Manager
displays the warning message
Please note that
PGPASSWORD is
deprecated; PGPASSFILE is
preferred.

If your .pgpass or
pgpass.conf file is not
located in the default
directory, you can set the full
path to the file in the
PGPASSFILE environment
variable.

Optional

PGPORT Integer, [5432] Network port used to connect
to the server.

Optional
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Environment
Variable

Possible Values
[default] Description Status

PGUSER String, [Use .pgpass file] If the access user is different
from postgres, the PGUSER
variable must be reset (e.g., if
the access user is "User1",
PGUSER=User1.

User1must have at least the
backup and restore rights).

In this case, verify if you need
to set the PGDATABASE
variable.

If your .pgpass or
pgpass.conf file is not
located in the default
directory, you can set the full
path to the file in the
PGPASSFILE environment
variable.

Mandatory

PSQLPATH Path, [PGHOME/bin] Path to the PostrgeSQL bin
directory.

Optional

TINA_PQL_
TARGET_TIME

String in the YYYY-MM-DD
HH:MM:SS format, [All
operations in the logs are
recovered]

Sets the point-in-time
date/time for the restore. If it is
not set, all operations in the
logs are recovered. This
timestamp corresponds to the
recovery_target_time
parameter in the PostgreSQL
recovery.conf file.

Optional

TINA_PQL_
TARGET_
INCLUSIVE

[true], false Specifies whether the
recovery must include or not
the timestamp indicated in
TINA_PQL_TARGET_TIME or
the transaction ID defined in
TINA_PQL_TARGET_XID.

Optional
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Environment
Variable

Possible Values
[default] Description Status

TINA_PQL_
TARGET_XID

String, [All operations in the
logs are recovered]

Sets the target transaction ID
for restore. If it is not set, all
operations in the logs are
recovered. The transaction ID
corresponds to recovery_
target_xid parameter in the
PostgreSQL recovery.conf
file.

Optional

Environment Variables to set for Multiple PostgreSQL
Instances
If you have several PostgreSQL databases to protect with Tina for PostgreSQL, create a
separate application for each database and use these variables to distinguish between different
instances:
• PGCONF
• PGDATABASE
• PGHOST
• PGPASSFILE
• PGPORT
• PGUSER
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